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No Contract Signature: No Concert
University Cancels Black Sabb'ath Show
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l'hoto by Chuck Fell

Refund

•

Thus comes to a bitter end the dreams of Albuquerque's
teenyboppers of being witness to "the night of the living dead," as
yesterday's scheduled Black Sabbath concert was being advertised on
'radio. The show, which was also to have featured Swcathog and to
have been held in Johnson Gym, was cancelled by the University
Friday because no contract had been signed for use of the gym.
Refunds for those who purchased advance tickets will be available at
University Arena only, today through Wednesday.

It was a black sabbath
yesterday (and/or Saturtl.ay,
depending on your religion) for
fans of the British rock quartet
who, instead of lining up for the
scheduled concert, were queued
up in front of the University
Arena tic~et office awaiting
refunds for the cancelled
performance,
"The (Black Sabbath I
Sweathog) concert was cancelled
because the contract wasn't signed
in time," stated Tim Padilla,
publicity director for ASUNM
Po P u 1 a r Entertainment
Committee, referring to the
contract that must be signed
between the University and the
party desiring to use University
facilities- in this case, Crystal
Leif Promotions. "The decision
was made by the University,''
Padilla said.
Extension
More specifically, it came from
Karen Glaser, Dean of Students,
and John Giesler, Associate
Director of Continuing Education,
said Tom Hogg, assistant to
Student Activities Director Karen
Abraham. "That contract should
have been signed and in our hands
two weeks prior to the concert,"
Hogg said. "We kept granting
extensions, the last deadline being
Friday (Oct. 1) at 1 p.m. When
that wasn't met, there was no
other choice but to cancel."
B. Leonard Levy, of Crystal
Leif Promotions, declined
comment extensively- "I'm too
hacked off about the whole thing

. ----::..

:Alb-uquerque Progress Candidates:
•

Platform Emphasizes Small City
By DON BURGE
(Editor's Note: This is the last
of a series of articles dealing with
the candidates in the City
Commission race.)
By DON BURGE
A plan to end the destruction
of the city's master plan by
stopping "the indiscriminat"!
development and subdivision of
the city" is the primary platform
plank of the two Albuquerque
Progress candidates.
The race, which will be settled
tomorrow, will select two
four-year commissioners and one
two-year commissioner.
The AP candidates, Marion
Cottrell (four-year term) and
Joyce Gross Costello (two-year
term) have stressed the slogan "a
bigger Albuquerque is not
necessarily a better Albuquerque"
throughout their campaign.
Cottrell said the "piece • meal
development of Albuquerque in
the past several years has led to
the destruction of the city's
master plan and in turn has
created financial problems as well
as adding to a growing pollution
problem."
Unemployment
Costello added that there is a
"feeling prevalent among the
current Commissioners that the
more people you get the easier it
is to solve problems. But there is
an overlying philosophy that new
industry also attracts new people
and adds to our already rampant
unemployment problem.
"New industry attracts people
from other parts of the state who
think they can get jobs in
Albuquerque. But when they get
here they find they are not
qualified and so we just add more
people to the unemployment

role.s."

The AP candidates would also
fire City Manager Richard Wilson
and replace him with "someone
who is sensitive to the city's goals
and who can communicate both
within and without the city
government.u
..,
Cottrell believes it is essential
steps be taken to provide for a
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merger of Albuquerque and
Bernalillo County into one
governmental entity. He added
this is particularly important in
the area of law enforcement.
Drug Problem
"Right now we know there is a
growing drug problem which spills
over from certain county areasparticularly in the Valley- but
because it is just outside the city
limits the Albuquerque City
Police Department has no

•
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toeventhinkaboutitnow"-but
stated it was "a combination of
problems that forced the
cancellation.'' Padilla said
Thursday that advance ticket sales
were low, but couldn't quote any
figures.
Radio Stations
Levy also told ofreports he had
recleved from radiu statiuns
KQEO·AM and KRST·FM that
several of their listeners had called
to report seeing signs around town
stating the concert had been
cancelled- two 01• three days
before it was officially cancelled.
11 KRST told me they got 30 to 40
calls," Levy said.
Calls to the stations Sunday
failed to turn up anyone who
could· confirm the report, though
a KQEO spokesman said, "We
always get that sort of thing
before concerts- 10 or 15 calls
from people who heard rumors
about a cancellation." Levy said
he also got a call from Karen
Abraham last week about the
same rumor- posters on campus
proclaiming the cancellationbut Abraham was out of town and
unavailable for comment.
Padilla said the cancellation wa:;
being announced on all the radio
statPons which had been
ad vcrtising the concert. "The
University Arena ticket office is
the only place where people can
go to get refunds on their
tickets/' he said, and it will
remain open through Wednesday
for that purpose.
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already on the force," Cottrell
said.
Costello added, however, that
any merger must protect the
county residents from paying city
taxes until such time as they are
actually receiving city services. "A
number of ~ople say we should
merge because the increased taxes
would solve the city's financial
problems. But you can't expect
the county residents to go along
with such a plan if they are just

See Related Stories on Page 7
authority to work on it other than
to provide tor cooperation with
the Sheriff's Department.
"A merger of the two forces
would also allow us to stop the
duplication of high level
administrators with the savings
going to hiring more police
officers or increasing the salaries
and training levels of those

going to pay higher taxes without
receiving any benefit-S."
Russian Invasion
Costello and Cottrell also added
that through a merger a master
plan of development could be
devised to protect the rural
atmosphere and green belt areas
"where the people want these
(please turn to page 7)

New Doctorate Program.
Will Need Little Funding
Funds to pay for the proposed
doctorate in business and
administrative science will be
11
like 20 feet of highway t a very
srn_all amount,'' said the dean of
UNM business school yesterday.
A Ph.D. program in business, as
well as a Master's degree program
in medical sciencesf was given the
go·ahead by the State Board or
Educational Finance (BEF)
Friday.
Robert Rehder, dean of the
school of business and
administrative sciences, said the
cost of the program would be
small because the present business
school faculty "graduate
oriented," and trained to teach
graduate level courses.
"There is a certain symbiosis
between masters and doctoral
programs because students use
much the same materials, and the
research surrounding it is much

~
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Marchers Protest Prison
Conditions, Reforms Asker)

Nearly 100 people~ including
ex-convicts, Black Berets,
members of Quebrar and the
- Campus Organizing Committee,
marched from Robinson to
the same/' Rehder e;cplained.
Bataan park Saturday to protest
A doctoral program in business the treatment of Attica and New
was one of three programs Mexico prisoners.
allowed UNM by a 1971 study
''Prisons do not rehabilitate
made by the BEF on the people," ex•convict Frank
duplication of degree programs at Fernandez r:aid at the Bataan park
New Mexico institutions of higher rally. ui have seert young prisoners
education.
turned into homosexuals. 1 have
The other two areas in which been kicked by guards."
UNM was permitted to consider
John Salazar, former secretary
doctorate degrees were speech and or corrections for th~ New Mexico
sociology.
_
.
State Penitentiary, said that New
Rehder said it uwould not be Mexico's prisons are a disaster.
appropriate 11 to discuss how much
"Prisons build shame and hate
the program would costt and into the prisoners. I know what l
added that no budget discussions say- 1 have worked with the
had been held yet including the prisoners. But when I tried to get
cost of the doctoral program.
reforms, I only received
Budget recommehtfations must opposition from Governor Cargo
be submitted to the BEF next and Warden Rodriguez,, he said.
month.
First Offenders
Before going into effect, the
Salazar emphasized the need
business doctorate program and for a system of treating first
masters in medical science must offenders.
also be approved by the State
"Five million dollars is spent
Board of Finance.
here each year to expose young

people to cruelty and brutality.
Six thousand dollars is spent on
each reformatory inmate - on his
graduation. into the state
penitentiary," he said.
Three ex-prisoners described
prison life as inhuman and
intolerable.
nThey treat prisoners like
animals," Quebrar worker Pat
Lovato said, "1 knew inmates who
spent seven pars in solitary."
About solitary confinement,
Fernandez said, "lt's so dark in.
there you can't see your hand in
front or your rae!:! at 12 noon on a
summer day. ·You can start
hallucinating.''
Beatings
Quebrar worker John Baca told
the crowd, "I spent 21 years in
prison. 1 was beaten by guards.
Why are there only 150 people
here (at the rally) when there are
1200 prisoners in the state pen?"
Demands of the matchers
include investigation of New
Mexico prison 1:onditions, free
visitation privileges, and
abolishment of prison
(please turn to page 7)
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Drama Majors Unhappy
A bout 'Forced Singing' 1

The Source
By Carolyn Babb

editorial

City Commission Endorsements
For a month now Albuquerque voters says, does not need to be a bigger city.
have been listening to promises and counter - Instead it is time we began building quality
promises about who can do what to best into our lives and stop pushing quantity.
Olivas, a private lands.;:ape contractor, has
lead the city for the next few years. Most of
the campaign for City Commission seats, also stressed quality in the city's life with
however, has unfortunately been one of one particular emphasis· on solving the growing
candidate addressing an issue and then the ~n.employment and drug problems. He
ms1sts that only clean industry should be
other candidates adopting the same line.
There ha":e been very few contested issues allowed to move to Albuquerque and that
and because of this it "is difficult for the planning should be such that new industries
voters to tell with any assurance just what would be encouraged to locate in areas of
differences, if any, there ate among the perpetual high unemployment. Additionally,
he asserts that new industries should be of
candidates.
We believe, however, that three the type where maximum use of the city's
candidates, Marion Cottrell, Daniel Olivas untrained and currently unemployable
and Nancy Koch, stand out from the others. personnel could be used.
, All three have an understanding of and have
Olivas has also stressed the need for a
intelligently discussed the issues and we crackdown on the drug problem in the city,
believe all three would provide intelligent but he believes a greater emphasis should be
and compassionate leadership for the city's placed on controlling the inflow of narcotics
rather than waiting until they are here. He
government.
In deciding who The Lobo should endorse also says the city needs to give greater
we looked primarily at the candidates' views support to drug rehabilitation programs.
on the growth of the city, their solution to
Koch, a housewife~ has probably done her
Albuquerque's growing pollution and crime homework better than any other candidate
problems and their ability to relate to the and throughout the campaign she has
citizens without being tied to one particular intelligently and calmly discussed all the
iuta·est group.
issues. She has developed and set forward
At the same time we discussed the plans covering finances, drug control,
advantages, and there are many, of electing protecting the environment, establishing
candidates who have run on a slate. In this greater communications between the city
regard we paid particular concern to the government and private citizens, and
advantage slate candidates have in knowing upgrading the police department among
how their fellow commissioners would stand others.
on an issue and the advwtages of the
She is, in fact, the best-rounded of all the
diversity of backgrounds the slate candidates candidates and she has the added advantage
offer.
of having enough time available to devote
· ·t·JOn.
However; we-oelieve that the need for the ''""r='"
J.,. ""u f U11 t'
-ar.i! ..o .....
w.;~ pos1
~City Commission to be filled with new
But in the balance we believe Cottrell and
voices and fresh thinking tbat breaks away Olivas for the _four-year seats and Koch for
&om the policies of the past 10 years far the single two-year seat would be the belit
outweighs any advantages slate politics has selections the voters can make.
to offer.
And the diversity of backgrounds of
Cottrell and Olivas who are running for the
two four-year terms coupled with that of
Municipal judge races are very seldom
Koch who is seeking to fill the unexpired more than "ho hum who is running this
two-year term .is superior to that offered,by year" campaigns and the race this year is
either the Albuquerque Unity or People's exactly that.
Committee for Better Government slates.
All three candidates this year have judicial
Cottrell is a UNM engineering professor experience with two of them having served
who has run . a strong campaign on the .as a municipal judge and the third currently
promise he will insist that the City serving as the county small claims judge.
Commission devise and follow .a master plan
All three have promised to "enforce the
for development. Currently the City law fairly" and aU have said they would like
Commissioners spend much of their time to make the Albuquerque court the "best in
re-zoning the city in a piecemeal fashion and the nation. 11
Cottrell asserts, correctly, that this has led to
But even with the similarities we believe
pollution problems, financial problems and the best man for the job is incumbent
problems of extending city services to newly Frederick M. Mowrer. Mowrer has done his
developed areas while Valley residents have job with even- handed fairness since August
been ignored for at least two decades.
1968, sometimes criticizing the pollee often
Cottrell believes that the time for outward patiently explaining the law to peopie who
expansion of the city is over and that we know they have violated it.
need to begin turning back inward to
We believe Mowrer will continue to
"re-develop" those portions of the city dispense justice in a fair manner and
which have been ignored. Albuquerque~ he therefore, we bel!EWe he should be re·eiected:

Mowrer Endorsed

Q. What exactly is Gay Liberation? J.R.
A. On the UNM campus it is a student organization. Mark
Youtzy, president of Gay Liberation, said it is an
organization that attempts to deal with homosexual and
b~sex.ual persons in three areas: 1) personal realization- by
learnmg about yourself and being comfortable with your
sexu~ identity; 2) social acceptance - by reaching people
outs1de of the gay community and letting them know gay
people are real people, that a person's sexual preferences
don't mean anything; 3) legal problems- by working for
reform and increased rights, fighting against harassment and
entrapment, and sexist job discrimination (being refused jobs
'
fired or given differential treatment).
Gay Liberation is a recognized University organization
supported by st;udent funds that exists foremost to benefit its
members, Youtzy said. Its members deal with love and each
other in order to become confident, to grow personally and
to determine what kind of lifestyle they want; he said. '
Q. Can anyone try out for parts in UNM drama
department productions or are they just for drama students?
Do drama students get preference for roles? L.S.
A. Yes and no. The word from the drama department is
you doll 'L have to be a drama student to try out and drama
students don't get preference- the director assigns the roles
to the people who read them best.
~· I heard a nasty rumor the other day that abandoned
children c:m never be adopted, because nothing is known
about thell' background~ whether they have any inherited
diseases, etc. Is this true in New Mexico? A.S.D.
A. The New Mexico Health and Social Services
Department said an abandoned child is adoptable after due
process- only after cetain legal procedures are completed.
Everything possible must be done to locate the child's family
before action can be brought in court for dependency and
neglect. An abandoned child normally is ready for adoption
less than a month after the investigation has been completed.
Q. Why do the hamburgers in the Union snack bar taste so
bad? F.C.
A. Betty Baker, assistant manager of Ye Olde Snack Bar
said the hamburger patties"are bought fresh daily, they serv~
from ~00-800 hamburgers a day, and might receive one
complamt out of 150 people served. Either you are one of a
minority whose taste buds are turned off by these particular
hamburgers or everyone else has decided to put up and shut

up mtherthan complain.

Photo by Dnvo Br11ndn

Mellon Rolling

UNM, U of A Merge Funds to Bring More Speakers
The Speakers Committees of
the University of Albuquerque (U.
of A.) and UNM have merged
funds in order to bring a wwer
variety of speakers to the
university communities.
Guy Auld, formerly a public
relations man for the committee,
stated, "It was a necessity."
"This year we have less than
one-half the funds of several years
ago. We have $13,000 compared
to $30,000."
"The U. of A. approached us to
combine the programs several
years ago," he continued. "Kirk

. ,.-}- . - ·
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Bruce Kennedy, sometime bus boy and order- taker said
ea~h

d!iman, made
chaJtmur--oi
committee
the move-tirefor
UNM, this year."

~fore

expected rush (generally only enough for an eight-hour

Synthesis
"The U. of A. has funds for
speakers, but because of their
enrollment, the attendflnce
wouldn't wanant the money
spent,'' he said.
"They realize that with the
cotnbination of monies and
people, the program would not
only have the variety of speakers
but the attendance as well," he
stated,
"Feldsmart saw the netld too,"
Auld continued," !11ld went about
to do something. HI! worked up to
five hours a day for the
committee during the summer,"
"They in effect gave their funds

shift) and kept warm in a pan of hot juice .. Then, when you
otder. a hamburger, the cook throws the patty on the grill to
heat tt up and you don't have to wait around 20 minutes for
it to cook (which would be impractical considering the
6000-8000 customers the snack bar might serve in a day).

Kennedy said he has been eating at the snack bar for three
years and is still. healthy.
I tried one myself, and for the price it wasn't bad
(personally I prefer sesame seed buns).
Q. Why aten1t all of the doors to the buil(Jings open by
16:30 a.m.? I've tried three doors at times trying to get into
MitcheU Hall and only one bas been open. Can you imagine
wbai would happen during a fire? J.J.F.
A. Jack Cairns, director of campus security said the
campu~ police are responsible for opening some bulldings and
the Jamtors others. The cap1pus police should opeil the doors
at Mitchell Hall, and Cairns said this was the first he'd heard
about. any doors not being open: You did not specify a date
so Crurns could only speculate that perhaps those particular
doors were not open due to remodeling being done by
workmen in the area.

enabled to us to bring more
speakers (26)," he said.
"The policy of the committtle
is not to mention fees," he
explained, "but the average fee
this year is $750, whereas last
year, it was well over $1000, and
the program was horrible."
The philosophy of this year's
committee has changed. "Wil feel
the spectrum should be covered as
well as possible," Auld stated.
"If you'll look at the listwe've got everything from UFO
experts to authors of popular
books." He continued, "As far as

two people
anothet girl

said.
"We haven't gotten very far
because everyone in this
department talks behind everyone
else's back," she said.
Tho majority of the drama
students say "the music
department has been very nice"
and any boycott would have
nothing to do with them.
Many stude.nts claim they had
trouble with the production of
"The Italian Straw Hat," fllso fl
musical, last year bllcause "we
can't do musicals whlln we can't
sing and dance,"
No Input
Thll drama department has a
suggesLions box open for student
votes . for play matllrial. "This
year," one student said, "they
only chose one play out of 40
sugge~ted,"

The !!Onsensus of most drama
majors is a boycott won't come
through-"most people are
cowards," a boy said.
Yell points out that "we only
need four good singers. The rest
of the principals can be done by
drama majors. Besides, we always
like to do something with the
music department."
Trials for the play have not
been set yet, but most drama
majors believe they will be held
within the next several weeks.

Crusades
Chaplain Glen Anglese wlll be
giving a series of noninterdenominational religious crosades
on campus at S p.m. Oct. 7 in tht!
Union, room 250, B and C. The
first message is on "Prisons and
Imprisonment." The public is
invited to attend.
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To Win Is Ape ...
An orangutan in the Topeka,
Kan, Zoo paints pictures on
mnvas. Wbat's more, when one of
his oils was l!ntered in a human art
show under a phony name
recently, it was awarded first
prize. While this may say
somethirtg about the judgment of
the critics, the ape's feat has more
important aspects. According to
October Science Digest, the five year • old orang, Djakarta Jim, is
providing physical anthropologists
with valuable information about
ape proclivity for tool invention
and use- something that hru;
been in serious question until
now.

school, etc.)? P.X.
A. Lt. Langowski of the Albuquerque Police Department's
Community Services said police applicants take a general
knowledge type test with 120 questions relating to
observation, word association, grammar, math and general
knowledge.
Tony Mantz of the city personnel office said the test is a
Standard Publie Personnel Assoicatioh test which is used as
an indicator of aptitude for police work. A 55 per cent is
requited to pass. Mantz also explained that passing the test is
only a first step in gaining entrance to the police academy.
:Sackground checks, physical e~aminations, interviews, etc~ .; .•
are also important consideratioh~!
·
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"I know, 1 know . .. you love me!"

for speakers to us, and we take
mre of the arrangements for all
the speakers, Auld explained.
Gregory
One exception is the program
of Dick Gregory. "The U. of A.
paid for him solely with funds
they kept for that purpose," he
said. "Thlly are taking care of all
the arrangements for his arrival,
departure, receptions and
dinners."
"We advertise as the UNM
Speakers Committee- but with
the agreement, the students from
the U. of A. are admitted free as

pr<;Jd~ction with over
Ill !t, 1t all falls !lpart,"

To Err Is Human,

Q. What is: the achievement level of our local police force
(and by thi& I don't mean whether they graduated from high

Ilob Hlad!l edits rnO!It everything, aided and nhettoo by: Janet Bloom, llavid
Branca, Crucolyrt Bnbb, Lot. Bruton, Tim Canahan, SteiYe Claiborne, Sant DuBois,
Mark Evanoff, Buffy Fairchild, Sandy MeCtaw, Sandy MJU•~. ChriS Miner, Randy
Sitton, Knthy .P~ek, Ducilf!M Smith, Leslie Waddy, Paula Holland, Susan
Landon, Lee Lyttle
CoUttbomtlng photogtaPhers ate: Chuck F~il, TonY LoUderbOugh, .Jim
Hnerner
_
Knthi Schroeder t.nke& cal'e of U<ehni<Af things, niJ<!tted by Jon Digtanf.'ll,
Debbi~ Britten, Clat-k Jertnain, Sue J,'eU
Cbnrl<'S Andl'tlws edits arts & mdia, abettOO. Ill' Mlc·hact Co!vln, Peter kawl,
'l'lm Hunt<'l'
· ·
'
,Mark ~1111chez edits Sports~ n1'ettca by Rag.,- Ru,·:·Jo, .Titrt Pcrtsiero, Wolt : '·.·· ·
.· . ·: ~··· .
Agutlar, Brtnn Ta!oya, Gregory Lahtc.
Diek Mellonnld oversees ads: RoY B~l .l'an Err••:.aw, Stve Rusliell, David • ··~ · •
Salazar, Dnnny Wegmnn, Priscilla. Bro"'J' Bell them: :Pita :McDonald, David · -~
Chel"Viek, Rob<!rt llnbb, Jr. bundle the tech!'llctll thlno;s

Bu!JI; Festivities. Friday's games
included seed-spitting competition
and a melon rolling relay. Of
course, a lot of the action was in
the eating which Suzanne Leslie
demonstrates (right),

U Speakers Committee Combine

___ ...

the patties are pre-cooked about one to two hours

Duchess Smith (left), Pi Beta
Phi junior, was named Miss
Watllrmelon Bust 1971 by the
Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. Duchei>S and the Pi Phis
also won the Sweepstakes Trophy
for the three·day Watermelon

Dissatisfaction with a Gilbert
and Sullivan musical, "The
Gondoliers," might lead to a
partial boycott of the Nov. 17·21
production by many drama
·
students.
"So me people are unhappy
because it's such a big musical,
Not many of us can sing. There is
a general feeling that· people are
forced to try out whether they
want to or not," said ontl drama
major.
Gene Yell, professor of the
drama department and director of
the play, admits thllre is "an
unwritten rule that dram!\ majors
must try out for all productions.
It's strange, but most students
complain we're not doing enough
and then when we try to do
something, they complain again."
Hasn't Heard
Yell was not aware of any
student boycott but &aid "it
would be up to the faculty'' to
determine what course the
department would take if a
boycott ~ccurs.
"If you're pulling 18 or 19
hours sometimes you just can't
try out for llverything. Of course,
no director wants a play he
doesn't like. But I think majors
·should have some say in the
matter," another drama student
said.
All students interviewed by The
Lobo asked that their names not
be printl!d. "There is always the
fear of retaliation in grades,"
another major said,
Intimidation
''It's not that big of a
departmllnt that we can just get
lost in it," she said.
"Gene (Yell) is trying to do a
trip like the Light Opera; But
when therll is a musical
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Bond Issues Comprise $15~Million

Jefferson Airplane-'ScienceFicfi·on Rock'

Approval Won't Hike Property Taxes
By DON BURGE
In addition to selecting three
City Commissioners and one
municipal judge tomorrow,
Albuquerque voters will also be
asked to approve or reject eight
bond issues totaling $15 million.
Approval of the bond issues
will not result in any increase of
property taxes which are used to
retire the city's general obligation
bond indebtedness. Voting on the
proposals will be by a simple "for
or against" procedure.
In addition to the $15 million
in bond issues many of the issues
will also be supplemented by
federal, state or private funds. For
example $50,000 is slated for a
park in the Old Town area and
these funds are expected to be
matched with an additional
$150,000 in federal funds,
Recapitulation
The following is a
recapitualtion of the individual
bonds in the order Lhey will
appear on th~;> ballot:
1. FIRE PROTECTION,
$290,000: To be used primarily
to build and equip a new station
in the far Northeast Heights which
Fire Chief Roy Kuhn has called
"one of the most under protected areas of the city," The
new station will considerably
reduce the reaction time for that
area, Other portionR of th11 hnnd
will go for repQir, and upgrading
previously built stations and for
improvements at the Fire
Department's training area.
2. POLICE BUILDING
EXPANSION, $840,000: The
issue would be used entirely to

add another two floors to the new
police building. The additional
space is being requ!lsted now to
"provide for future expansion
rather than waiting until the need
becomes apparent." Most
activities located in the building at
this time have lHlfficient space,
b\lt some operations such as the
planning office, crime laboratory
and classroom space are already
over-crowded.
Streets
3. STREET IMPROVEMENTS,
$2,110,000: There are 15 separate
issues involved in this bond
assessment ranging from widening
streets to installing new traffic
signals. Most of the street
widening projects will be located
in the Heights on such heavily
traveled streets as Lomas and
Louisiana while nearly all of the
traffic signal improvements are
located in the downtown area.
Additionally, funds ·will be used
to build satellite storage areas for
maintenance equipment !lnd
supplies in various locations
throughout the city.
4. RECREATION LANDS
(open spaces), $500,000: This
bond issue would go toward
acquiring lands currently lying
vacant "before it is subdivided"
with particular emphasis on saving
the Sandias and volcanoes.
Parks
5,, PUBLIC PARKS,
$1,200,000: The issue involves 17
major items including a park for
the Old Town area, Albuquerque
Zoo improvements and building
"recreation shelters" in each of
the city's four quadrants. The

New Album, •Bark,' Combines Airplane and Hot Tuna

shelters' programs would be
geared primarily to teen·age
pal,'ticipants although other age
groups could also use the
facilHies.
Other portions of the bond
is:me are slated for two new
"North Valley" pllrks and
improvements or expansion of
existing pllrks.
6. SANITARY SEWERS.
$2,540,000: The major portion of
the issue will go to relocating,
repairing or replacing existing
sewer lines as the need arises.
Other portions of the issue will go
oto extending trunk lines in various
areas of the city to provide for
future expansion.
Sewers
7. STORM SEWERS,
$3,97 5,000: The largest of the
eight issues, it includes $1.6
million. for providing street
drainage facilities in advance of
paving projects and an additional
$1.6 million for improving
currently existing but. inadequate
street drainage facilities.
Additional projects include arroyo
drainage improvement::; in tho
Heights and replacement of some
wooden bridges in the Valley with
corrugated metal structures.
8. WATER BONDS,
$3,545,000: The major portion of
the bond would go toward drilling
six new water wells and to
improving existing water lines.
Also including are funds for
extending lines to outlying areas
of the city and for providing a
new "hydraulic study" to provide
for updating the city's master
plan.

"BARK''
Jefferson Airplane
(grunt/FTR-1001)
Hot Starship. Combination of
Jefferson Airplane and Hot Tun!l.
Departed: Marty Balin and
Spencer Dryden.
Paul Kantner. Noahistic laser
beam ride from earth's pierced
lands. Science Fiction rock,
concealing predictions of a
futureless earth in man's reality.
His rambling, leaping flashes, a
settling continuation of "Blows
Against the Empire.'' A sun
seedling, going back home. When
the earth moves again.
Transformation. As we lift the
rock out of the ground.
Grace Slicli:. Innovatinve lyricist.
Characterizations. Morality plays.
Tired. She tells us not to talk with
a German as her car goes fast into
walls. or for Lawmen to stay away
in the morning. or that

Photo by Louderbaugh

Quiet Race:

3 Candidates Seek]udge Seat
The race for the four - year
municipal judge seat has been, if
anything, even more quiet than
the City Commission race.
And essentially it is a rematch
or the April 1970 race, with one
additional candidate.
Incumbent candidate Frederick
M. Mowrer was first appointed to
the seat in 1968 when James
Maloney resign«>d. Mowrer then
was elected to a two•year term in
1970.

Prior to his being elevated to
the judgeship, Mowrer had served
in the city attorney's office and
previous to that he had been a
municipal judge in Indiana for six
years.
Mowrer's 1970 opponent, John
E. Brown, is also running again.
Brown served as municipal judge
from 1956 to 1962 and then
served as county probate judge
during the period 1964-66.
Currently he is in private practice.

'Death Cart'

It was Brown who initiated the
program of sending traffic
offenders to driver improvement
school. Additionally, during his
time on the municipal bench he
received three awards from the
American Bar Association for the
most improved court in the
nation.
The third candidate in the race,
John B. Speer, is currently serving
as couuLy Small Claims Judge.
Previously he had been an
attorney for the county Tax
Commission.
In their campaigns, all three
candidates have said they would
work to make the Albuquerque
court "the best in the nation,"
In addition, Mowrer has said he
will always "apply the law fairly
with the judicial canon of ethics
as my guide. Speer adds that he
will always "go by the law and
enforce the city ordinances."

Is New Mexico slowly sinking
into the ocean?

From the collection of actor director Dennis Hopper "Death
Cart" represents the procession of
death of the Penitentes. Hopper
has collected works by Bruce
Connor, Marcel Duchamp, Charles
Frazier, Jasper Johns, Andy
Warhol and many others. The
Hopper collection will be
displayed at the UNM art museum
Oct. 4·31, daily from 10·5. An
opening reception will be held by
the Friends of Art, Oct. 11 from
8·10 p.m.

Oct. 4·10 is Cleaner Air Week.
A release from the State of
New Mexico Environmental
Improvement Agency said "this
year's observance will stress public
involvement toward better turned
auto engines as a way to reduce
air pollution and will feature a
visit to Albuquerque by the
Atlantic Richfield Clean Air
Caravan.''
The caravan in.cludes a van with
equipment which can check a
car's exhaust and show on a gauge
huw much carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons are being emitted
into the air.

Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.
1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25

2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

j256-3~18l

Experienced Handling ol
Hard to Place Insurance

Election Commission
Petitions for Senate candidates
are due at the ASUNM offices
Oct. 22. They may be turned in as
early as Oct. 4 for the Nov. 16·17
election.

~

. Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics
Sorn<z of our best friends were sbN readers.

EVANS LEARNING CENTERS
301 San Pedro Drive NE
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Ph. 265-6761

Attend a
FREE INTRODUCTORY MINI-LESSON
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dream. Dream as reality.
Jefferson Tuna, Slippery
veneer. Stained relish. Paper bag
guttural sounds. Bark grunt.
Snickering lampoon. Bag is love.
Bark is grunt.
The combined effect of "Bark"
is incredible, it rolls and rolls
through your mind, seeks yo.ur
thoughts, and soothes your laugh.
Lost among .. Wandering guide. It
will "clear your mind and touch
the dark." Strong light music.
"can you feel us singing electric in
your body." As you feel good
inside.
jeffrey hudson

It all began in the first grade.
But don't blame your first-grade teacher. It wasn't
her fault. It was the system she had to teach.
•
The old "run, Spot, run" method.
You had to read it out loud. Word by word. And
that's the way it was until you became a second grader.
Where your teacher asked you to read silently.
But you couldn't do it.
You probably stopped reading out loud. But you
still said every word to yourself.
If you're an average reader, you're probably reading
that way now.
Which means you read only as fast as you talk.
About 250 to 300 words a minute.
And that's not fast enough anv more.
Not when the average student has approximately 8
hours of required reading for every day of classes.
And since the amount of time in a day isn't about to
increase, your. reading speed will have to.
In order to handle it all.
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course can
help.
With training, you'll be able to see groups of words.
To read between 1,000 and 3,000 words per minute. De·
pending on how difficult the material is.
At any rate, we guarantee to at least triple your
reading speed, or we'll refund your entire tuition.
(98.4% of everyone who takes the course accomplishes
this.)
So don't waste time thinking about whom to
blame. Come take a free introductory speed reading les·
son. We'll increase your reading speed on the spot. It
takes about an hour to find out how you can reduce
your study time by 50% or more.
And it ought to be worth an hour of your time.
To save thousands.

This shows whether or not the
carburetor is properly turned. If it
isn't, much of the gasoline is not
burned and is emitted as
hydrocarbon gas which in
the presence of .sunlight mixes
with nitrogen oxides and produces
a brown photochemical smog.
In addition to the Clean Air
Caravan there will be other teams
to check exhaust, manned by
local people. The locations of
these teams arc Kirtland Air Force
Base1 Coronado Shopping Center,
K·Mart West and Gulf Mart.
Literature concerning local
pollution statistics and
information for drivers will be
distributed at all of these
locations.
The Albuquerque Clean Air
Week Committee has made
available speakers to interested
organizations and meetings. Also
available is a film on pollution
which can be obtained by
contacting the Albuquerque Air
Management Office.
Harry Davidson, the Air
Management Supervisor said, "In
Albuquerque vehicles are the
biggest source of pollution. They
account for 72 pet cent of the
pollution. 22 per cent is from
unpaved roads.
Davidson also stated that
"industries cause only five per
cent of the total population."

Vol. 75

Propaganda Miranda is, oh never
mind, she's not your kind.
Jorma Kaukonen. Developed song
writer of some nurtu~e. "thinking
thoughts of playing more and
singing loud and clear/ trying to
reach a friend somewhere and
make that person smile/ .. ,but all
I know is what I feel whenever
I'm not playing/ and emptiness
ain't where it's at and neither's
feeling pain.'' A guitar that just
wants to cook.
Jack Casady. Incredible bass
guitar.
Joey Covington. Drums. Adds an
unusual. "Thunk," no backing
instruments. Bass harmony.
Papa John Creach. Funky fiddle.
Pretty As You Feel," "Feel So
Good." Mellow, mellow,
implement of peace. Giving a
secure feet feeling. An easing out
a life style. A Question of feeling
good. The madness of your

""H I could get my hands on
my first grade teacher now,
·Itt break her chalk':

Auto Exhaust Check-up Offered
During 'Cleaner Air Week'

j256-3518j

l'age 4
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Tough Defense Keys NM Grid Win

Marchers Protest Prisons

'Pack Earns Long-Awaited Shutout
A taut defense and two
touchdowns by Lobo back Fred
Henry gave the UNM lobos a 14·0
victory over the Brigham Young
University Cougars in Provo,
Utah, Friday night.
The defense, led by Herman
Fred!lnberg, who intercepted two
BYU passes, bolstered the
Wolfpack cause by stopping the
Cougar offense so effectively it
was UNM's first shutout in 63
games,
Passing Accuracy
At quarterback, Rocky Long
passed with ease and mixed up his
play brilliantly. Behind the Lobo
tactitian, UNM was able to mount
a number of drives throughout the
game, BYU stopped those Lobo
penetrations with a defense intent
in keying on the UNM running
game, but were caught by surprise
with Long's passing accuracy.
The Lobos pressed the Cougars
for the first time in the game, near
the etld of the initial stanza. Long
directed his teammates out of
Lobo territory, then nearly
putting the Lobos on the BYU 34.
The drive was blunted when the
defense minded Cats stopped the
UNM running game on four
consecutive rushing attempts.
BYU took the ball on its own 26
yard line.
BYU proved unable to get
points on the scoreboard. UNM
got the ball back moving it down
to the 22 only to see Fred Henly
give it back to the Provo team on
a fumble.
Then the defense earned its
lunch. The Cougars moved the

ball down to the UNM three yard 47, A holding penalty against the
line. Bill August, Cougar signal Lobos preceded a 26 yard pass
caller, dropped back to pass and completion to Nate McCall
was belted for a 15 yard loss back putting the team on the 37. Diller
on the UNM 18, Houston Ross ran to the 26. Another Long pass,
put the sq uee2:e on the BYU field this one for 10 yards to Pat
director on the next play, Curran and a nine yard toss to
unpending August f(lr another loss Smith and the Lobos were at the
forcing the Cougars to seHie for one. A couple of non-productive
an unrewarding field goal attempt attempts and Henry put it over
by Joe Liljenquist from 35
markers out.
Game statistic$
To the One
UNM missed the chance to BYU
UNM
cnpitalize on the defensive
9
f!tst downs rushing
14
4
tb:~t downs passing
victory, but came back in the
6
17
total fb:st downs
21
form of Herman Fredenberg's first
41
rushing attempts
68
interception of the night, The
154
yards gained rushing 323
51
senior linebacker snared the ball
Yards lost rushing
11
103
net yards rushing
312
from August, putting the Lobos 6·23•3
Pasillng
!)-12,0
back in business just before the
66
yards P&ssiug
115
half on the BYU 40.
16!)
total offense
427
6·41
Punts-average
Long and Fred Henry led the
5·39
23
returu
Yardage
43
offense down to the BYU one.
4-40
penaltles·yardage 9·108
Henry took it first down to the
0·1
fumbles lost
1-1
24. Long needled his way forward
for a couple, then cut the distance
between the Wolfpack and paydirt for hi.s second TD Friday night,
by hitting Smith at the one. After The Lobos had the score, and the
that, Henry took it in.
eventual game, 14·0.
The Lobos led most of the
Overall it was the defense for
statistics columns at the end of the Lobos. The Fredenberg
the first half, and ending up the interceptions were only one part
game leader in all stats except of a brilliant evening for the
punting, yards lost ;rushing, and linebacker. He had six unassisted
first down penalties,
tackles and 10 assists. Cornerback
14.0
Bob Gaines also grabbed a BYU
The intermission ended and pass and vet tackle Don Silver put
BYU received the kickoff, A out n fine effort.
facemask penalty didn't help the
The story for BYU was slim
Lobos, but it didn't hurt one. An offense that managed 169
following F~edenberg's second yards total and a defense
interception and Seven yard return surrendering 427 to UNM was the
placing the Lobos on the Cougar result.

Herman Fredenberg

Cowboys Top CSU; UTEP Falls to ASU:

League Teams0-2AgainstOutsideFoes
Washington 34-Utah 12
Washington State's junior
quarterback Ty Paine dashed for
touchdown runs of 63 and 44
yards to lead WSU to a 34·12
romp over non-conference foe
Utah.
Paine's 63 yard • line came after
Utah's quarterback Scooter
Longmire had punched in from
the two-yard line to narrow the
score to 21·12. 10 minutes later
Paine scored on another keeper,
this time from 44 yards out to
give WSU a lead they never
relinquished.
Utah first scored midway
through the second quarter after
Utah linebacker Mark Taylor
picked off a Paine pass and
returned it to the WSU lO·yard

line. One play later Cal Poulson
swept around the left end for the
score.
Washington's other touchdowns
came in the third quarter; first on
a 7 4·yard run by tailback Bernard
Jackson with the final tally
coming on a seven • yard run by
Ken Grandberry.
WSU dominated all aspects of
the game, especially in the second
half where they collected all but
60 of their 287 total offensive
yards.
ASU 24-UTEP 7
Arizona State had little
difficulty with the UTEP Miners;
using their passing game with
devastating effectiveness in
crushing UTEP 24·7.
UTEP's onlv score came when

they intercepted a pass on the
ASU 32 • yardline, Three plays
later fullback Bill Hatch took it in
from the six.
The Sun Devils were able to
move the ball freely on the UTEP
defense, picking up a total of 26
first downs. But what was
particularly alarming about the
victory, at least for upcoming
WAC opponents, was that it was
the first time that the 13th ranked
Sun Devils used their passing
game.
Tight·end Joe Petty scored
twice via the airways; first on a
12·yard pass from Rick Brown in

the period and late in the fourth
period on a 13-yard pass from
Grady Hurst. Petty took in a total
of eight passes from quarterbacks
Brown and Hurst for 140 yards.
The offense was bolstered
further by sophomore running
back Woody Green, who picked
up 109 yards on 22 running plays.
Included in these runs was a
seven • yard field goal by scorjng
ace Don Eckstand. The g:~rne was
the 20th straight victory for ASU,
and their 15th consecutive
triumph over the Miners.
Wyoming 17-(Jolorado State 6
The Wyoming Cowboys

SAVE
ON HIGHEST QUALITY

GASOLINE

Gale invites you
aver far the finest
broiled ham

.J

t~···

I'
Bltlt>GE & ISLETA
300 WYOMING S.E.
Page&

2504 BROADWAY S.E.
EDITH & CANDELARIA

266·0550

'1 :00 a.m.·rnidnight

Across from Johnson

Gym~

..

capitalized on three CSU tactical
errors to open their WAC
campaigning at . 1·0 with a 17 ·6
victory over Colorado State. The
win squared their record at 2·2,
The Cowboys used a Rain
fumble, interception and a short
punt into a 30·mile an hour wind
to set up their scores.
CSU's Lawrence McCutcheon
fumbled the ball, which was
quickly recovered by Wyoming's
defensive tackle Rick Rosener to
set up their first tally, a 37 -yard
field goal by Randy Hudman. The
kick was the first successful boot
by Hudman out of seven previous
attempts thus far this year.
A few minutes later in the
second period Ram quarterback
Scott Simmons was pressured by
an aggressive Wyoming defense
into throwing an interception to
defensive back Mel Meadows.
Meadows ran the errant pass back
to the CSU 17, Three plays late£"
Wyoming quarterback Gary Fox
hit paydirt on an ll·yard pass to
tight end Ken Hustad. The score
cemented the Wyoming lead at
10·0 with 11:15 remaining in the
half.
CSU's sole score came late in
the second period when Jim
Erikson fought across the goal line
from one·yard out, A two·point
conversion failed.
Wyoming scored once more,
this time midway through the
final period, when Fo:x: hit
fullback Jeff Howe for a 13-yard
pass, A 30·yard CSU punt into the
wind precipitated the drive.
The loss was CSU's third
straight in as m:my outings and
put them 0·2 in WAC play.
Texas Tech 13·Arizona 10
Win hungry Texas Tech
capitalized on numerous mistakes
by Arizona to down the Wildcats
13·10.
Tech, which came into the
galtle with an 0·3 record,
recovered five Arizona fumbles,
four of them within their own
25~yard line, to spur their
offensive efforts. The defense also
intercepted three passes to further
frustrate the Wildcat offense.
Arizona drew first blood after
Jack Wallace scored on 73·yard
punt return early in the first
quarter.
Four minutes later Tech evened
things up when defensive back
Marc Dove intercepted a pass and
flew 69 yards to the end zone.
Later in the first period Tech
scored again, this time o11 a
21·yard field goal by Don Grirnes.
NEW MEXrco LOBO
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(Continued from page 1)
correspondence censorship, The
marchers also called for
investigation of prison deaths,
retention of citizen rights by
inmates, and an end to prison
racism,
Campus Organizing Committee
mt>tmber Emily Junge noted that
march organizers had trouble
getting the march permit,
"We tried to get the permit
twice - the second time with our
lawyers," she said,.
Tha police· assigned march
route was mainly through
residential sections. Most
;;pectato;rs were passing motorists.
'Hidden'
Marchers expre;;sed
dissatisfaction with the route,
some saying the police wanted to
hide the march.

Occasional disagreement arose
between the demonstrators and
police concerning the parade
route and staying in one lane.
''We don't have very good
rapport with the crowd," one
policeman said.
Marchers, carrying signs reading
''Judge the Judges" and "Jail the
Jailers," received both support
and opposition from spectators.
One woman leaning from a
window yelled her wish to join
the marchers, while one man told
the demonstrators to "get lost."
However, most spectators just
stared.
The march demands will be
presented to the City Commission
today at 8 p.m. A prison reform
organizing meeting will be held
Oct. 6 at 5 in the Union,

Small City Emphasized
(Continued from page 1)
types of surroundings. Without a
merger we can't adequately
guar11ntee our residents that this
won't be the Los Angeles of
tomorrow with a lot of quantity
but no quality in the city,"
Another candidate for the
four-year term, Raymond Garvey,
would also fire Wilson "over the
garbage mess." Beyond this,
however he would also fire Chief
of Police D(lnald Byrd "because
he is not training the police to
repel the impending invasion of
this country by the Russians.
"The Russians are going to
invade the West, the Irish the
Northeast and Mongolia the
South, and our police officers
must be prepared to repel them."
Additionally, Garvey said that
the County Sheriff is the only
police officer who has "any
constitutional authority" to
e.'lforce the law.
Two·Year Term~
He also said the city'a news
media are conttolled by the
"city's enemies and we must find
some other ways to get the truth
out." One such way, he auggested,
is to place bulletin .boards in City
Hall which can oaly be used by
private citizens.
The final two candidates,
Edward Murphy and C. Verr.
Elliott, are botb vyinc for the
two·year term.
Murphy is campaigning
primarily on the "fact that I've
been involved in public aemce for
so long that I hope ru be able to
engender some confidence in our
city government."
He added that he has no
"platform as $Uch since I'm
running on individual planks."
Murphy said one of his primary
concerns is to prohibit "shoestring
annexations since they normally
require bond issues to provide city
services out to these areas. I don't
think people who ar;e already
residents of the city mould be
asked to pay to protide services

tlnutttatn
<libaltt

..

Face

.

Sierti).
.

Design

out to those people who want to
be residents. They should
establish these services first and
then ask for annexation if that is
what they really want."
Communications
C. Vern Elliott believe&
"opening the lines of
communications" is one of the
paramount iss\leS facing the city.
"No one knows what is going on
in City Hall now because the city
government and the people don't
communicate with each other.
"I think we could establish a
system whereby we could get
students to volunteer to work.

Photo by

Loudc~baugh

City Commission candidate Raymond Garvey (shown ab()Ve) and
his many opponents gathered for a forum with students Thursday in
the Union Ballroom. ASUNM sponsored the gatheting in an attempt
to bring the issues closer to the students and vice·versa. Somehow, it
didn't come off as wl;!ll as it might have. The candidates were there,
The public address system was all set up. The floor was covered with
folding chairs. But almost no one showed up to listen.

Pep Rally
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mTHE NEw ALLIED RADIO SHACK m
m AT 4408 MENAUL N.E.
~
mJ

(Menaul Near Washington)

m

Invites you
to drop by and pick up FREE, copies
of the 1972 RADIO SHACK CATALOGS.
Only the SHACK publishes separate equipment and
parts catalogs, 21 0 pag·cs (ull of electronic bargains.
Study them in the leisure of your own home and
then come in and listen to the system of your choice,
While your there check out the NEW . . ·
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Why pay for someone else's LABOR?

NEWFOR'72
• Walnut finishing Kit Included for
a ;'Custom Design" Professional Look
•· fhi~k *A" Wood Construction for Deep
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II CAMPU§· BRIEF§ II ASUNM Affects Funding 'Freeze'
GroupsMustSubmitBalancestoObtainMoney

Last Friday, about half the
organizations funded by ASUNM
found themselves without any
money because of a 'freeze'.
Bob Petranovich, ASUNM
treasurer, has ruled that no
chartered student organizstions at
UNM would receive their funds
Drama
until they turn in their budget
The U. of A. drama dept.
balances,
presents "USA", a musical
"In the past, organizations
Photography
preview based on the novel by
Amistad is offering classes in haven't had to turn in their
John Dos Passos and directed by
Jim Marly. It will play through beginning, intermediate, and reports and this year we're trying
Oct. 5. Curtain time is 8 p.m. Call advanced photography, Students to tighten it up," said
must have their own equipment. Petranovich.
243-9461 for reservations.
"The student government has
For more info~;mation, call
tried to place freez on allocations
Andrea West at 24~-7558.
UFWOCMovie
before but never like this one.
The United Farmwo:rkers
Before they were rather lax about
Undergrad Seminars
Organizing Committee will show a
.the
freeze but this time it's going
Anyone interested in starting
film concerning the plight of
to
hold,"
he continued, "If an
an
Undergraduate
Seminar
faJ:mworkers in America, OcL, 4 at
organization never turns in its
7:30p.m. in the Aquinas Newman Program course has until Oct. 7 to
Center Auditorium, 1815 Las submit a petition to the program budget balance then it will never
office in the Honors Center,
LomasN.E.

Dick Gregory

Special Education

Dick Gregory, black humorist
and civil rights worker, will speak
Oct. 5 at 8 p.m. at the U. of A. as
part of the. UNM speakers
program.

The Student Council for
Exceptional Children will hold its
first meeting of the semester Oct.
4, at 7:30 p.m., in the Mental
Health Center gym, 2600 Marble
N.E.
All special education students
are urged to attend.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ( $1,40) per tim() run, If ad Is to
206, afternoons preferably or mail.
run flve or more consecutive dllYJI with
CJa~jsifled Advertising
no changet~ the rate is reduced to 5e
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
worda to 10.
'l'ERMS: Payment must be made In full prior to insertion of advertisement

1) PERSONALS

5)

SEE OSCAR DEVOUR :Menlwonn Terrific tropicals and grooviest goldfish
In town. Fred's J.>et Shop--4706 Lomll!l
NE. 10/1
READY I To atart a bright new semestel.'
full of; huppenings. Sec us I Artange-.
n1ents Unlimited. 107 Glrurd SE, ,261i.
8379. 10/14
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS.
Hospitalization insurance. Pays up to
$460 for mt~ternity. For info telcphon(l
242-1217. 10/7
FREE: Handsome and healthy kittens.
Longhtllrcd males, Tortoise-shell femal~.
898-1029. 10/7
EVER WONDER WHY CANARIES
DON'T SING L!l(E THEY USED TO 'f
Ask the Birdman at Fred's Pet's, 4705
Lomll.'l NE, 10/1
PROFESSORS - former Jcgnl sectetary,
now graduate s~dent. desires work, 20
hour~~ a week. Jane. 242-8405, 10/7
GIRLs--We have your size. Dell's by
Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central
SE. 243-6964. 10/6
AGORA Is a UNM Crisis center. Staffed
by Student Volunteers who can help in
Personal crises and have access to Information nbout services nvallable to
people fn the Albuquerque area. A.nyone
is welcome 24 hl:8. a day. NW corner
:Mesa VIsta, 277-8013.

BICYCLE-Never rldden-10 speed-$120
cash-298-9734 3-G pm, 10/8
1970 DUSTER 340. Four-speed, Excellent.
Call after five. Davis 299-3827. 10/7
GARAGE SALE! I Furniture, clothes; all
sorts of stood things. Sunday, Oatobcr
3: 10 AM·G PM. 4466 Avenldn Del Sol
NE. Wcst off Wll!lhlngton. Lomas/
Constitution. 10/l
1971 HONDA 360. Perfect Condition 1000
mi. Need .cash. Call 266-4317 after noon.
10/6
10 :m!. :;o of P..t~UUl 56 on Route 10. 2 ~re5,
3 bedrooms, large living room with fifeplace, well and good view. 282-6418, 10/4
USED SUEDE AND LEATHER JACK·
ETS. $2.50 to $16,00 each. New arrivals
FrldtiY this w~k at the bend Shaman.
401D San Fcllt>'3 NW, Old Town 11-7
dally. 10/18
ZOOM LENS, SUN. fits Nlkon F or P~;~n
tox, f.4.8, 86 to 210 min. At Japanese
cost, $60, 242-6666. 10/4
~lOVING-furniture,
bed:!, nPliii:mees,
tables, misc. 1315 Claire Ct. NW. 10/4
NEW 1971 Schwlnn·V~rslty boy's 10-sp(.'ed
bicycle. Front and back generatQr lights,
back rack. $95,00. Call 26G-2206 after
E;OO. 10/6
DUE TO THE GREAT RESPONSE to the
Lobo Ad our supply of used suede e.nd
ll'ather jackets is somewhat deplented.

2)

LOST & FOUND

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER: Found in
the Admin!lltration Building, :May be
t'lnlmed In Room 104 or the Adntln.
IJidg, 10/!l
LOST: Gold nnd nllver wedding band nt
UNM tootbnll game. Sept. 2G. Contuct
261l·l!I7Z. RI!WIIrd!
LADY'S WATCll-f'ound Tuesdny nfter.
noon ln church pnrJI!ng lot Wt'!lt of
campw. CnU P('ggy: 2!J9~74a4. 10/7
FOUND one slide rule In rase, !1/29 by the
phnrmacy buildint:r. S('(> Syl at 2009 Ll'ad,
f'!Io} to id1'11tlt'y and claim after 4 in the
p.m. 10/!J
3)

SERVICES

TUTORING-In nl! subjects on nllleveb.
Experienced, certified or college teachers
will tutor you in vour home nt t'on\<l'llitmt hours. CrmTIF'IED '.rUTORING
SERVICE-·296-8100. 10/4
COED WILL TYPE /{)r pro(t'!lsor 10·15
houro n week. Experience<) in typing
lettrrs l'!!JlGrt<J tnb<'les mnnu.1rrluts t'or
publkntion. Call Donnn, Z68-58G4. 10/G
IRONING GETTING YOU DOWN'?$Ulo
iler 12 pll'('es, 242-3898. 10/6
TUTORING. Translation in Fteneh and
Spanish. Ct11I Kftt. 243-2085. 10/6
DiiJLLY DANCE, aeries ot 8 C!lassea, TuE:i·
daYS beginnfng Oct. 5. N~,mr Cnmp\13.
Elizabeth. 2G5·4891. 10/5
TUTORING FRENCH AND PORTUGUESE Languages. Call 247·2844. 10/4
AUDUBON ECOLOGY FILMB-Oh wild·
liCe (outdooni I.e.) nt POPEJOY 8tarting Thul:8day Ol'tober 7, 7:15 PM. ($3
Student ticket rtood (or all 6 shows.)
Phone 277·3121 while the tickets last.
FlNE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY ~ Wedding. You or
Wha~ever. 242-7568. 9/22

4)

FORR'ENT

STUDENT: Quiet, CotlltortabJe Itoom lor
Uent: minutes from t'amPus. 256-1268.
10/7
FI<:MAt.E ROOMMATE WANTED for 2
bedroom avartml'nt. Call 243-6661 ext.
281 days, 268·0~~3 nfter 5. 10/9
WANTED : l•'emale roommate for apartment near UNM, $42,GO. Call 21l8-4233,
10/8

WHY RENT- \Vll-m:N' YOU CAN OWN
YOUR OWN HOME with 1ow down
pnyment and monthly nnyments leqs than
rent. I•'or <letalls t<all Mike at 2!18·7680 or
Eve ~96-5179. 10/20
TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen Ptivele[tlfl, Evenings
2tHI~05!J5. 11/28 .
5) FORSALE
UEAD MASTER..<!-NEVADA bindings,
MOI,l'l'OR buckle boots, SCOTT po)('S,.
- 841!-!1345. 10/8
V·M TAI>E HF:AE - 2·Speaker Cabinet_q
11)'' »ntl 3'' irt cnrh) Plus 2 oth!!l' amnll
. speaker SYstems. Call 2GS·G904. 10/6
COMPLl<~TF: LUDWIG 'I'RAP SET with
sy1nbols, $2GO.OO. 242-1669 after 3 PM.
10/7
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FORSALE

get any money from ASUNM. It's
as simple as that,"
The budget balance is a
requistition book which
organizations are supposed to
bring up to date whenever they
nmke an expenditure,
"The thing that is so silly about
this whole thing is that all an
organization has to do is write
down in the book every time they
spend some money like a check
book," said Petranovich.
1
~Then at the end of the month,
all they have Lo do is write down
how much and where, along with
the remaining balance and turn it
in,"
Organizations are usually given
until the 1,5th of each month to
report for the preceeding month.
Because of the lateness of this
year's budget, the organizations
were given until Sept. 30 to report

for August. September's report
will be due Oct, 15.
Already four organizations have
responded to the freeze and have
turned in their reports. However
over 15 groups have failed to turn
in balances.
11
Another problem we've had in
the past is that the organizatioqs
have been getting money for
things and never. showhig the bill
for it," remark(!d the treasurer.
•• You see, organizations are
supposed to present a bill to
ASUNM and then a check is made
out for that amount. However,
the rules have not been strictly
enforced and checks have been
written without a bill."
"This year we are trying to
change all that, and bills will have
to be presented," said
Pefranovich.

Daddy Thieu' s 'Democracy' Wins
Solo Race Overwhelmed by Votes of 'Confidence'

SAIGON (UPI)- President
Nguyen Van Thieu and his
"democracy slate," running alone
in South Vietnam's presidential
election Sunday, piled up a 93.5
per cent plurality of the tirst
925,000 votes counted, the
government said.
Spokesmen said the turnout
was heavy despite Communist
rocket attacks, polling booth
explosions and demonstrations.
Thieu and his running mates,
vice presidential candidate Tran
Van Huong and alternate Tran
Thien Khiem, campaigned
unopposed after his two major
opponents dropped out charging
the election was rigged. Tbey were
Gen. Duong Van ''Big" Minh,
leader of the 1963 coup against
Ng? Dinh Diem, and vice
prestdent N!Juyen ~a~ ~Y·
Th~eu Opt~sttc
.
. The .Pres~den~ srud several tu~es
m natlonw!de otoadcasts durmg
the campaign that voters could
cast ~heir ballots again~t him by
defacmg t~em or droppmg empty
envelopes mto the ballot box.
He asked for a "vote of

confidence" from the people, but
the results available in Saigon
Sunday night and early Monday
exceeded even the predictions of
his advisers. Hoang Due Nha, his
private secretary, spokesmanand nephew - had said he
probably would get about 65 peJ;
cent of the vote,
The vote ran so heavily fot
Thieu that the government
ordered the returns dropped from
the national television network
late Sunday night - presumably
until the returns could be
rechecked, Vietnamese sources
said NHA ordered the network to
stop reporting votes until
Monday.
.. Discrepancies"
There were several known
discrepancies. The official election
center in Saigon reported
complete returns from the city of
Da Nang by 9 p.m., showing that
'Ihieu got 7 4.4 pet cent of the
vote there.
But UPI correspondent Stewart
Kellerman, reporting from the
country's second largest city, said

as of 11 p.m. officials at City Hall

there had not even finished
tabulating the number of persons
who voted, and counting of
ballots for Thieu would not begin
until Monday morning.
The count there was delayed
because Da Nang was submerged
in a wave of violence organized by
the militant An Quang Buddhist
sect that lasted most of the day
and blocked almost all movement
in the downtown part of the city.

(@uttrttrs
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

96 6 pk

•

-

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE
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RED CROW

1!170 DRONCO WAGON, 3 speed, 4 Wh~!<!ls, u
October 4. 1971
L..l
2 tanks, mud nnd nnow, nport package.
KUNM: Union, room 230: 1-2:30
__:98·3434. I0/8
p.m..
1101\fEJ\fADE DREADS: All sizes, tastes
La Societe du Cinema: Union
o.nd smells. Order now. 242·1934. 10/0
Theater; 3:30, 7:30 and 9:30p.m.
DADY DUTCH RADDI'l': $t (with fOOd)
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics:
Dox trained. Cnll 277·63Gii. 10/4
Union, room 231-A; 5·10 p.m..
ENGLISH, SPRINGER SPANIEL PUP.
Amistad: poetry reading; Union,
Male, bla!!k nnd white. Registered AIW,
rooms 250A·C; 7-11 p.m.
Affectionate. Cnll 2Gii-6422 evenings.
Town Club; Union, toom. 230; 7-8
10/4
p.m.
'67 CHEVROLET: Law student must sell
Town Club; Union, room 253;
Impala ss C{)nvertible, 327 V-8. auto7-9:30 p.m.
matie transmisSion, radlnl tir~ eXcellent
Town Club Mothers: Union, room
condition. $1250. 298-4034. 9/27
250·D: 7·9:30 p.m.
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
Las Chicanas; Union, room 231·E;
Wyonting NE. 255·5987. 12/20
7:30·10 p.m.
JJEADS, BEADS, BEADS! Hundred of
Student Council for Exceptional
difl'~rent kin~ and colors M treads.
Children; Mental Health Center, 2600
Beads for macrame at The Bend Shaman.
Marble N.E., gymnasium; 7:30p.m.
401B San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11·7 ~r------------------------------daily. 10/13
LONG SLEEVE KNIT SHIRTS in solids
NEW MEXICO LOBO
.and patterns. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 9/30
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
:LEATHER BELt.BOTTOMS AND JACKETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M.
Central SE. 9/30
SHIRTS I Florals, Solid5, 11trlpes-, Prints,
Knits. All in your size. Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central SE. 243-6964.
RATES~ 7¢ per word, $1.40 mintmum (that's 20 words)
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These ma·
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
chines have never been used and are
equipped w/zig-za~. make buttonboles,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, CMh or
$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times)
terms. United Frelgbt Sales. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9. trn

FINEST FOOD
5101 Zuni S.E.

10% off on food
purchases for

UNM students

. . .with
.._._,...I.D.
_________. .,.

FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. Tbcse units have AM·FM s~reo
reccivetl!l w/8 track Plal"er, Also come
complete VI/separate deluxe Gar>-ard
changer & four speaker systetll. $109,95
cash or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 tin 9. tfn.

6)

'EMPLOYMENT

NEEJJ 2 lllen to help me In my bu~iness.
$75 a Wct'k to start-Part Time. Call 242·
05_53. 10/1
RESPONSIBLE MAN WANTED TO
MANAGE Motel-Style Aii,ts. Call 266·
.1!Hl·1. 10/B
7)

87106

Tf:RMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

3 Services

5. For Sole

6. Employment

7. Miseellaneou!.

4. For Rent

INSERT THE fOllOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

-~~------------~

MISCELLANEOUS

l'REE TO GOOD HOMES: One half Lab~
rador puppies, Fi\>e weeks old. l•'our
males and fo_ut" fenudcs. 268·9303, 10/4
TO GIVE AWAY: One large dog, shepard·
St. Dernnrd cross. mnJE.', YeiU' old. Qunli~
fietl persons call 842-6272 after G. 10/7
COFFEE liOUSE to open Oct.- iii: l•;olk
music, Play rendings, poetry, ete. 10/8
"S'l'UDF:NTS OF-. OBJECTlVISYtl WILL
MEET AT UNCLE JOHN'S Corner of'
Centml afill Wyominlt, _ nlntostl. At
r.:oo P.M. on Sunday, Oct. 3rd. Title of
L~~u_re,"Whnt is Reason?" 10/a
liARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
each. New Anivah! fl'om England, Also,
Navajo rugs, lnnnY interestinsr imports.
Freed Company, 416 Central Ave, NW.

ENCLOSED

$·-------

PLACED BY......_______________________

NEW MEXICO LOBO

